Behavioral and mental health research and its clinical applications widely rely on quantifying human behavioral expressions. This often requires human-derived behavioral annotations, which tend to be noisy, especially when the psychological objects of interest are latent and subjective in nature. This paper focuses on exploiting multiple human annotations toward improving reliability of the ensemble decision, by creating a ranking of the evaluated objects. To create this ranking, we employ an adapted version of Copeland's counting method, which results in robust inter-annotator rankings and agreement. We use a simple mapping between the ranked objects and the scale of evaluation, which preserves the original distribution of ratings, based on maximum likelihood estimation. We apply the algorithm to ratings that lack a ground truth. Therefore, we assess our algorithm in two ways: (1) by corrupting the annotations with different distributions of noise, and computing the inter-annotator agreement between the ensemble estimates derived from the original and corrupted data using Krippendorff's α; and (2) by replacing one annotator at a time with the ensemble estimate. Our results suggest that the proposed method provides a robust alternative that suffers less from individual annotator preferences/biases and scale misuse.
Introduction
Interdisciplinary approaches that include advanced data analysis techniques have permeated into different areas of social sciences, as data becomes more accessible. As a consequence, data-driven approaches in understanding human behavior and emotion have become popular in recent years [1] . In clinical psychology and psychiatry, assessment of attributes describing human behavior is crucial for the improvement of the quality of therapy. Often known as 'behavioral codes', these behavioral descriptors are usually annotated by human experts based on the observation of audio-visual expressions or interactions/interviews of the subjects. While these behavioral codes are primarily used by psychology researchers, interdisciplinary efforts have attempted to automatically predict them from data using machine learning techniques in a supervised learning manner in order to create objective measures useful to track advances in diagnosis and therapeutic processes. For example, advances have been made in couples' therapy [2] , addiction counseling [3] , and analyzing behavior of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [4] through machine learning in order to support the work of clinicians.
Current quantitative behavioral research mainly involves supervised learning tasks, where it is mandatory to include humans to produce perceptual labels on which classification/regression algorithms are trained. Nevertheless, annotation of the behavioral codes tends to be noisy due to bias and inconsistency of the annotators resulting from the latent and subjective nature of the codes [5, 6] and the complexity of the annotation task. To address these issues, often multiple annotators rate the same subjects. Fusion (or aggregation) of annotations is done in order to remove the effect of artifacts and outliers, leading to a more reliable estimation of the ground truth [5] .
An active area of research is the problem of fusing annotations or ratings from different annotators to create an ensemble (estimate of the ground truth). Different techniques have been proposed. In [6] , a noise and bias model for each annotator is proposed. By computing these parameters, annotators can be taken into a joint annotator space where their ratings are comparable. In [7] an Expectation-Maximization approach is used to find the latent ratings, while in [8] , a similar approach is used to jointly model the latent ordinal labels and annotator reliability.
Recent advances in annotation research from the machine learning community suggest that ranking is better than rating [9, 10, 11] . Moreover, there have been interesting theoretical analyses of algorithms to create rankings [12, 13] . In [12] , the authors prove that Copeland's counting method is optimal among Condorcet methods in the sense of achieving the information theoretic limits for recovering the top k-subset of a ranking. This property could impose recovery guarantees on the true labels if the annotation task is properly done, which serves as an inspiration to combine and use results of ranking theory into rated annotations. This paper proposes a new annotation fusion method of ordinal ratings based on a modified version of Copeland's counting method [14] , by considering ratings of objects as preferences of each annotator. This allows the combination of different scales of ratings based solely on preferences to come up with a unified vision of the order of the objects being rated, and without assuming any specific prior annotator models.
Data description
Our experiments in this paper are done on the ratings derived from Couples Therapy corpus of dyadic spoken interactions of a husband and wife in marital counseling [15] defined by the Couples Interaction Rating System (CIRS) [16, 17] . It has 13 different behavioral codes (see Table 1 ) and every code is rated on a scale from 1 to 9. The database contains a total of 5367 annotations that correspond to 1538 unique sessions from 186 couples rated by 17 trained annotators. Ratings include behavioral assessment of husband and wife along 13 behavioral codes. Each session is rated by a subset of the annotators ranging from 2 to 9 annotators, for a total of 5367 over 26146 possible ratings.
Methodology
Our algorithm involves two steps to create a mapping between our rating space (1-9), a ranking space (the relative ranking between objects), and back: (1) using a modified version of Copeland's counting method to create a ranking of all the objects (sessions) being evaluated, and (2) creating a mapping from the ranking space back into the original rating space. This section describes both steps and the experiments executed to assess the performance of the algorithm.
Modified Copeland's counting method
Copeland's counting method is an algorithm to compute the underlying ranking of choices among different voters, where each one contributes with one vote. Each voter ranks objects by preference. For each pair of objects j and j , if j is higher than j in the ranking, it gets assigned one vote. We repeat for all voters. If object j gets more votes than object j , j gets assigned one point. We repeat for all the remaining pairs of objects, and rank them according to the amount of points (score) obtained. Please refer to [18] , pages 44-47 for details.
We introduce a variation of this method to create a fusion of ratings from annotators' ratings. Let A ∈ R m×n be an annotations matrix, where m = |S| (S is the set of sessions/objects) and n = |A| (A is the set of annotators). We consider that annotator i prefers session j over session j if the rating of session j is greater than the rating of session j . We then proceed in the same manner as Copeland's counting method (Algorithm 1).
The assumptions that we consider are the following: (1) annotators rate high behavioral code scores with high ratings and low behavioral code scores with low ratings; (2) each behavioral code is treated independently; and (3) annotators do not use values above or below the maximum or minimum values of the given rating scale.
The proposed algorithm is designed for mostly complete annotation matrices, where there is a small amount of missing values. Given that our ratings matrices are sparse, we perform the analysis by imputing the missing values with the average rating for each of the rated objects. This prevents spurious high scores coming from annotators with low amounts of annotations.
Rankings to ratings
Algorithm 1 outputs a vector containing the scores assigned to each object (session) being rated. A direct mapping from scores into ratings from 1-9 is achieved through an affine transformation between the ranking space and the rating space. Nevertheless, this transformation creates a distribution of ratings that does not represent the structure of behavioral code scores for the set of analyzed sessions. To work around this issue, we perform an estimation of the density of ratings of the annotations matrix A by computing the histogram of the ratings. This computation preserves the distribution of ratings from matrix A, allowing a mapping between the ranking space and the ratings space that also preserves these statistics.
The output of Algorithm1 is used to rank sessions by their scores. To create the mapping between ranking space and rating space, we compute the histogram counts c1, . . . , c9 of the ratings matrix A and the proportions ρ1, . . . , ρ9 for each possible value in the scale, where ρ l = c l /Σ l c l . In the sorted scores vector, we assign (from lowest to highest ranked) a value of 1 to the first m · ρ1 elements, a value of 2 to the following m · ρ2. We proceed until we have assigned rating values to all the ranked sessions. As previously mentioned, this mapping preserves the statistics of the collected ratings, while considering the underlying preference among all raters. 
if rating j > rating j' then votes j ← votes j + 1; else if rating j < rating j' then votes j' ← votes j' + 1;
Assessment of the algorithm
There is an intrinsic difficulty in assessing the performance of the algorithm, as there is no ground truth to compare the results to within our data set. Even more, since our algorithm goes from a rating space into a ranking space and back into a rating space, assessment depends on both stages, and not only the output (ensemble). To work around these difficulties, we propose three different experiments to assess its performance:
(1) corrupt the initial ratings with noise, and compare the original ensemble with the ensembles from the corrupted data; (2) perform cross validation by leaving one annotator out, and compute Krippendorff's α [19, 20] over the ratings matrix including the ensemble; and (3) compute the consistency of the output ensembles by leaving one annotator out. In all three experiments, we compare the results of the proposed modified Copeland's ensembles with the ensembles obtained by the average ratings.
Corruption of the ratings with noise
To investigate the stability of the algorithm against noisy inputs, we have corrupted all the ratings r ijk with the following rule:
where
and i ∈ A, j ∈ S, k ∈ C (behavioral codes set), and p ∈ {1/10, . . . , 1/3}.
The comparisons have been performed in the following manner: For each code k, annotation matrix A k has been passed through our algorithm, obtaining an ensemble vector e k . Then, the annotations matrix is corrupted with noise, obtaining A k and the corresponding ensemble vector e k . Krippendorff's α is computed between e k and e k . The corruption process is repeated throughout 10 iterations, and the average and standard deviation Krippendorff's α is computed. This process is repeated for each value of p, for each different behavioral code.
Leave-one-out average agreement
For each behavioral code k, we leave one annotator out and produce an annotation ensemble e A∩{i} c k . We replace the leftout annotations with the ensemble annotations, and compute the inter-annotator agreement of this replaced-leave-one-out matrix
We do this for each of the n = 17 annotators and compute the mean α. This mean agreement gives us an idea of how much agreement an ensemble creates within the annotations matrix, but does not tell us how close we are to the ground truth.
Leave-one-out ensemble agreement
In our last assessment routine, we consider all the ensembles e A∩{i} c k calculated in the previous experiment to build an ensemble matrix E k :
To understand how robust these ensembles are with respect to leaving one annotator out, we compute Krippendorff's α for this ensembles matrix. Figure 1 shows the mean of Krippendorff's α between e k and e k for 10 iterations of each corruption process together with the standard deviation. A horizontal black dashed line has been plotted for reference as good inter-annotator agreement is considered for α ≥ 0.8 [20] . Figure 1a shows the stability analysis under noise for our proposed method. We observe two different clusters of behavioral codes: (1) the top six behavioral codes where inter-annotator agreement is not very affected by noise corruption, and where most agreement is above α = 0.9; and (2) a group of behavioral codes that is more affected by noise, where most values go below α = 0.8 for a values of p = 1/3 (Equation 2). Figure 1b shows the same results for the average ensembles. We observe a similar trend for the top behavioral codes, even achieving higher values for α. Nevertheless, performance overall decays faster for each behavioral codes, having lines going below α = 0.8 from p = 1/7 onwards. For the lower cluster of behavioral codes, all of them go below α = 0.8 for the lower behavioral codes' cluster.
Results

Stability from data corruption
To investigate the possible reasons for the differences in performance, we have plotted the histograms of ratings for each behavioral code in Figure 2 . Behavioral codes with values that are highly skewed towards a rating of 1 (such as "solicits partner's perspective", "clearly defines problem", "offers solutions", "pressures for change", and "withdraws") are not stable under slight variations of the ratings, while behavioral codes with good relative frequency for each rating in the scale excel under perturbations.
Relative higher stability for behavioral codes suggest that our proposed algorithm is more robust against perturbations, meaning that it can handle noisy inputs from annotators and better find the underlying structure of the data. Table 1 shows the results for the leave-one-out experiment cross validation. The results obtained show that both methods perform very similarly. For 5 out of 13 behavioral codes,ᾱCopeland shows a statistically significant increase (p < 0.05) overᾱmean, while on 8 out of 13, we cannot reject thatᾱmean andᾱCopeland are the same. This implies that replacing our ensemble with each annotator produces more inter-annotator agreement than human annotators alone, and it does at least as well as considering the mean of the ratings.
Leave-one-out average agreement
Leave-one-out ensemble agreement
Results for the ensemble robustness leaving one annotator experiment are shown in Table 2 . Our proposed algorithm has greater ensemble agreement in 12 of the 13 rated behavioral codes. This means that our algorithm is able to extract more information from the group's overall agreement than what the mean among ratings is able to capture, implying lower variability coming from each individual annotator.
Discussion
The results suggest that the proposed algorithm is capable of finding finer underlying structure within the data than creating an annotator ensemble based on averaging ratings. Although exact assessment of the algorithm is challenging due to the high quantity of missing values in the present data set and a lack of ground truth, the experiments imply more robustness to locally changing values due to annotation noise/interpretation and higher robustness with respect to missing annotators in the proposed algorithm compared to the average ensemble. Poor results for 6 out of 13 behavioral codes in the stability experiment suggest intrinsic problems in the distribution of behavioral codes (Figure 2 ). Observing Figures 1 and 2 in parallel show that low robustness to noise is directly related to highly skewed rating distributions, where high values are poorly represented. When this occurs, both algorithms lack robustness. Nevertheless, this is more prominent in the average ensemble. Our algorithm suffers from this condition as missing low ratings are considered a win over missing values, needing to impute missing values. This issue suggests the exploration of other methods to impute missing data.
The proposed method forces a mapping from ranking space (lead by points from Copeland's method) into rating space. This let us assess our algorithm in comparison to an average baseline, while having an output in the original rating space. Nevertheless, this mapping forces a change in the distribution of scores, which is often uniform-looking (figure not included). Our mapping is a simple solution to this complex problem, but needs revision as it may be a suboptimal solution to this problem, which has the potential to affect the estimation of the underlying ground truth.
From a classification/regression perspective, working in the ranking space offers more resolution and a close-to-uniform distribution of points, which may lead to improvements in finding audio-visual features that are highly correlated with each one of the behavioral codes, as well as improvements in the overall classification/regression performance.
Finally, our algorithm partially finds a solution to the question: How to compare ratings from different annotators? While directly comparing the ratings of different annotators is deemed as a highly complex task, comparing their preferences and weighing them seems a natural approach for annotator fusion. This permits the fusion among ratings within different scale uses (or scale misuse) among different annotators, while providing higher resolution results in the ranking space.
Conclusions
The present paper presents and explores an annotator fusion algorithm based on an adaptation of Copeland's counting method by reinterpreting voters' choices as preferences. This algorithm is presented to support the use of audio-visual machine learning techniques in the quantification of human behavior and behavioral expressions, as a means to support clinicians and psychology researchers in the study of latent and subjective objects.
The proposed algorithm has been implemented and its performance tested in a real-world couples' therapy data set, where annotators have annotated the scores of 13 different behavioral codes that are pertinent to couples' therapy, such as acceptance of other and blame, among others.
The results suggest that the method is able to recover fine structure from the underlying latent state of the behavioral code, by being more robust to noise and by better capturing the group consensus. Nevertheless, the algorithm needs data imputation for success, an area that needs further exploration in the ratings domain.
As part of our future work, we will focus on improving the mapping procedure from the ranking to the rating space and employ recent matrix completion techniques for testing our approach on data sets with many missing values. As proposed changes to the modified version of Copeland's counting method, different weights for different annotators according to their own reliabilities must be considered.
